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Abstract  10 
Variations in the physical and mechanical properties of parts made by laser power bed fusion (L-PBF) could be 11 
affected by the choice of processing or post-processing strategies. This work examined the influence of build 12 
orientation and post-processing treatments (annealing or hot isostatic pressing) on the fatigue and fracture 13 
behaviours of L-PBF stainless steel 316L in the high cycle fatigue region, i.e. 104 – 106 cycles. Experimental 14 
results show that both factors introduce significant changes in the plastic deformation properties, which affect 15 
fatigue strength via the mechanism of fatigue-ratcheting interaction. Cyclic plasticity is characterised by 16 
hardening, which promotes mean stress insensitivity and improved fatigue resistance. Fatigue activities, 17 
involving the initiation of crack at defects and microstructural heterogeneities, are of greater relevance to the 18 
longer life region where the global deformation mode is elastic. As the simultaneous actions of ratcheting and 19 
fatigue generate complex nonlinear interactions between the alternating stress amplitude and mean stress, the 20 
fatigue properties could not be effectively predicted using traditional stress-based models. A modification to the 21 
Goodman relation was proposed to account for the added effects of cyclic plasticity and was demonstrated to 22 
produce good agreement with experimental results for both cyclic hardening and softening materials. 23 
Keywords: high cycle fatigue; ratcheting; stress-based model; stainless steel 316L; additive manufacturing 24 
1. Introduction 25 
Laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF) is an additive manufacturing (AM) technology for fabricating metal parts. 26 
High power laser raster scans rapidly to irradiate and consolidate loosely deposited metal powder layer by layer. 27 
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Dissipation of heat from the high temperature melt pool to the surrounding powder bed at 103 – 108 K/s [1] 1 
promotes the formation of non-equilibrium microstructure and unique mechanical properties. Process-induced 2 
ultrafine grains and dislocation network are key to the development of high tensile strength for L-PBF materials 3 
relative to the conventional counterparts [2, 3]. For low stacking fault energy materials such as stainless steel 4 
316L, the stable dislocation network allows high strength to be achieved without compromising ductility [4]. 5 
However, large variations in mechanical performance across L-PBF-processed parts are possible due to the 6 
generation of interior and surface defects, microstructural heterogeneities and thermal stresses. Differences in 7 
processing conditions, such as laser settings [5], layer thickness [6], build orientation [7] and part geometry [8], 8 
are among the factors that could impinge on the part quality. As a result, despite the superior mechanical 9 
properties, significant variability in quality could lead to uncertainties in performance and heighten the risk of 10 
adopting the technology for structural applications.  11 
The design and implementation of structural components cannot be done without considering the fatigue 12 
properties. The total strain-fatigue life equation indicates that the fatigue strength and ductility parameters 13 
govern the high cycle and low cycle fatigue properties respectively, and could be approximated by the 14 
corresponding static tensile values [9, 10]. While the parameter-based model provides a convenient means for 15 
fatigue assessment, correlations between the static tensile and fatigue parameters could not be easily obtained in 16 
practice as different L-PBF process variables could induce different microstructures and distinct cyclic 17 
deformation behaviours [11]. For instance, both heat treatment and unfavourable build orientation for L-PBF 18 
stainless steel 316L could lead to strength reduction, with the former being associated with the breaking down of 19 
the pre-existing microstructure [12, 13], and the latter with grain orientations that promote twinning [14]. The 20 
different metallurgical root causes could produce dissimilar effects on the fatigue responses, such that the 21 
resulting fatigue properties may not correlate directly with the static tensile properties.  22 
Studies by Zhang et al. [15] had shown that the lower tensile strength after solution annealing subjects L-PBF 23 
stainless steel 316L to ratcheting, where the activation and accumulation of plastic strain takes place under 24 
stress-controlled cyclic loading with superimposed tensile mean stress. Cyclic hardening or softening affects the 25 
generation of plastic strain, which exhausts the ductility of the material with the progression of cycles till failure. 26 
As the high ductility of stainless steel 316L allows it to survive high cycle fatigue tests in spite of the plastic 27 
damage [16], ratcheting activities constitute essential aspects of the high cycle fatigue properties. As stress 28 
reduces and failure becomes increasingly dominated by the initiation and propagation of fatigue cracks [17, 18], 29 
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the interplay of fatigue and ratcheting impacts the overall fatigue life and should be considered for fatigue 1 
design and modelling. The mechanism of fatigue-ratcheting interaction could potentially be adopted as the 2 
mechanistic basis for a model that correlates L-PBF process- or post-processing-induced variations in tensile 3 
properties with the fatigue properties.  4 
This work aims to expand the results from the previous study [15] by exploring further the roles of fatigue-5 
ratcheting interaction on the high cycle fatigue properties of L-PBF stainless steel 316L. Besides solution 6 
annealing, hot isostatic pressing and build orientation were employed for evaluating the fracture behaviour and 7 
generalising the process/post-processing to fatigue relations. Based on the experimental results, the significance 8 
of fatigue-ratcheting interaction on the fatigue response was established. By analysing the relations among static 9 
tensile properties, cyclic stresses and the S-N properties, a stress-based model was proposed for fatigue 10 
prediction.  11 
2. Materials and experimental methods 12 
Gas-atomised stainless steel 316L powder with a predominantly spherical shape was purchased from Höganäs 13 
AB. Sample fabrication was performed on an EOS M290 L-PBF system installed with a Yb-fibre laser. The 14 
standard processing parameters, as recommended by the system manufacturer, were used for fabrication at a 15 
layer thickness of 20 μm on a preheated platform. As shown in Figure 1, rectangular blocks were prepared, with 16 
dimensions that provided sufficient margins for machining of the fatigue test samples by electrical discharge 17 
machining (EDM) wire cutting. The blocks were oriented at a small angle from the recoating direction to 18 
minimise uneven powder deposition due to interaction between the part and the recoater blade [19].  19 
 20 
Figure 1 Orientation of rectangular blocks and fatigue test samples on the build platform; block 21 
dimensions (x × y × z) in mm for preparing standard and sub-sized samples are indicated. 22 
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After removal from the build platform, the blocks were machined by wire cutting into fatigue test sample 1 
geometries and manually grinded to remove residual surface oxides. With the exception of samples subjected to 2 
HIP, flat fatigue test specimens with tangentially blended fillets between the uniform gauge sections and the 3 
ends were designed in accordance to ASTM E466, with thickness 3 mm, gauge length 14 mm, width 7 mm, and 4 
overall length 119 mm. Due to the availability of test parts, sub-sized HIP samples were prepared, with 5 
thickness 3 mm, gauge length 12 mm, width 5 mm, and overall length 101 mm. Such difference in sample size 6 
had been reported to produce insignificant effects on the high cycle fatigue properties [20], though the use of 7 
sub-sized samples could lead to underestimated ductility values [21].  8 
For examining the build orientation effects, both horizontal and vertical samples were prepared for the as-built 9 
and HIP conditions. As a maximum of eight samples were sliced from each block for the horizontal direction, 10 
causing the gauge sections to be located at different heights from the build platform, the influence of build 11 
height on part quality was examined. Porosity area fractions, based on image analysis of optical micrographs, 12 
and microhardness measurements were obtained at six different heights (of 5 mm intervals) on planes parallel to 13 
the build direction for samples in the as-built condition. Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was performed and the 14 
results indicated no significant change of hardness and porosity conditions with build height at 95% confidence 15 
level. Thus, the samples were considered to be identical despite the different build heights. 16 
The effects of annealing or hot isostatic pressing, collectively referred to as heat treatments in this work, were 17 
examined using horizontally-built samples only. Solution annealing were performed according to AMS 2750 at 18 
two different holding temperatures, i.e. 982 °C and 1093 °C, for 25 minutes in a vacuum furnace and 19 
subsequently gas quenched. HIP was done at 1190 °C and 145 MPa for four hours. Final grinding step was 20 
performed to remove surface contaminants generated from the thermal processes. 21 
Load-controlled fatigue tests were carried out using sinusoidal loading at a frequency of 5 Hz on an MTS 810 22 
hydraulic testing machine under ambient condition. Three different load ratios, R = -1, 0.1 and 0.7, were used 23 
for investigating the effects of mean stress. Samples that did not fail after 106 cycles were considered as run-outs. 24 
Static tensile tests were carried out in displacement-controlled mode with a crosshead speed of 0.2 mm/min 25 
using the same samples as the fatigue tests. Scanning electron microscope equipped with energy dispersive X-26 
ray spectroscopy (SEM-EDX) was used for examining the fracture surfaces and chemical composition analysis. 27 
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3. Results and discussion 1 
3.1 High cycle fatigue properties 2 
3.1.1 Effect of build orientation 3 
Static tensile properties of the samples are listed in Table 1. Noting the small standard deviations for samples 4 
with repeated tests, i.e. a maximum of ± 8 MPa for tensile strength and ± 3.4% for elongation to failure, single 5 
tests were conducted for conditions with limited samples, i.e. the vertical as-built and annealed samples. 6 
Orientation effects for the as-built condition are exemplified by the horizontal direction having higher strength 7 
but lower elongation to failure relative to the vertical direction, consistent with results from previous studies [14, 8 
22]. The same tensile anisotropy applies to samples subjected to HIP, though the difference in ultimate tensile 9 
strength was reduced from 100 MPa for the as-built condition to 40 MPa after HIP, while the difference in 10 
ductility was reduced from 25% to 14%; yield strengths for the differently-oriented samples are nearly 11 
homogeneous after HIP. This indicates that HIP largely reduces but does not completely remove tensile 12 
anisotropy. 13 
Table 1 Ultimate tensile strength, 0.2% offset yield strength and percentage elongation to failure of the 14 
samples. [Note: As-built vertical and annealed conditions consist of single test results.] 15 
Sample 
Ultimate tensile 
strength (MPa) 
Yield strength 
(MPa) 
Elongation to 
failure (%) 
As-built (horizontal) 723 ± 7 586 ± 29 42.7 ± 2.2 
As-built (vertical) 620 500 67.7 
Annealed at 982 °C (horizontal) 673 440 51.9 
Annealed at 1093 °C (horizontal) 665 420 56.1 
Hot isostatically pressed (horizontal) 626 ± 3 283 ± 6 53.6 ± 1.4 
Hot isostatically pressed (vertical) 582 ± 8 280 ± 8 67.2 ± 3.4 
 16 
The distinct plastic deformation properties allude to orientation-dependent fatigue responses, especially under 17 
high stress conditions involving cyclic plasticity. To examine this effect, as-built samples were subjected to 18 
fatigue tests at R = -1, 0.1 and 0.7, where at the highest load ratio, the maximum applied cyclic stresses σmax 19 
exceed the yield strength of the materials. For the HIP samples, tests were performed at R = 0.1 only, as the 20 
values of σmax at this load ratio are above the materials’ yield strength. 21 
The S-N curves in Figure 2a show that for the as-built condition, orientation dependency is only discernible at R 22 
= 0.7, where the lower fatigue resistance of the vertical direction is indicative of its poorer capacity to withstand 23 
plastic deformation, in line with its lower static strength. This implies that tensile anisotropy translates to fatigue 24 
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anisotropy under plasticity-dominated failure. At R = 0.1 and -1, mean stress σm reduces while stress amplitude 1 
σa increases for the tested fatigue life region. As cyclic plasticity weakens with the lower mean stress, plasticity-2 
induced fatigue anisotropy diminishes and the S-N data for the differently-oriented samples overlap. The higher 3 
amplitude stress instead resulted in greater contribution of fatigue activities on deformation [18] such that as 4 
stress reduces, the smaller plastic zone rendered the development of fatigue crack more sensitive to 5 
microstructural inhomogeneity at the crack tip [23]. This could be responsible for the variation in fatigue life at 6 
σa = 197 MPa and R = 0.1. It is to be noted that as single tests were conducted at different loads at R = 0.7, the 7 
validity of the trend shown for this loading condition should be confirmed by further experimental investigations. 8 
For the HIP samples, no obvious fatigue anisotropy could be observed at R = 0.1 (Figure 2b), indicating that the 9 
tensile anisotropy was too small to inflict observable effects on the fatigue responses. However, at the smallest 10 
tested loading of σa = 162 MPa, the large variation in fatigue life, similar to the as-built samples, could again 11 
exemplify the transition from plasticity-dominated to fatigue-dominated deformation as cyclic stress reduces.  12 
 13 
Figure 2 S-N curves of horizontal and vertical (a) as-built samples tested at different load ratios and (b) 14 
hot isostatically pressed samples tested at R = 0.1.  15 
3.1.2 Effect of heat treatment 16 
Heat treating led to strength reduction and ductility enhancement, as shown in Table 1. Comparing with the 17 
conventionally-manufactured forms, the ultimate tensile strength of heat treated L-PBF stainless steel 316L is 18 
still higher [24], indicating that only partial recrystallization and dislocation annihilation took place for the 19 
present heat treatment conditions [12, 25]. However, the yield strength for the HIP samples is nearly halved, 20 
which is a considerable reduction from the as-built or annealed conditions. Besides recrystallization and grain 21 
growth, coarsening of pre-existing nano-sized oxide inclusions could have contributed to this result [26] 22 
(detailed microstructural analysis is presented in Section 3.2.2).  23 
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The different tensile properties after heat treatment are clearly reflected in the finite life fatigue properties, as 1 
shown in Figure 3a (some of the data were adapted from the authors’ prior work [16]). Fatigue resistance 2 
decreases with annealing temperature, where the reductions in fatigue life at σa = 200 MPa are about 42% and 3 
47% for annealing at 982 °C and 1093 °C respectively. Test data of the HIP samples are generally within the 4 
range of the annealed samples despite the significantly lower yield strength. Replotting the S-N curves (Figure 5 
3b) shows that the maximum applied cyclic stress to yield strength ratios increase to above unity after heat 6 
treatment. This is indicative of the significance of elastic-plastic deformation on the observed fatigue responses. 7 
Despite the reduced fatigue resistance, the HIP samples exhibit much better cyclic plastic performance than both 8 
the as-built and annealed conditions. 9 
The fatigue limits after annealing did not deteriorate as much as the fatigue strength in the finite life region, as 10 
runouts were acquired at similar loadings for the annealed and as-built conditions. For these samples, the 11 
nominal elastic deformation mode was the driving failure mechanism. Fatigue limit for the HIP condition is 12 
lower, as the samples experienced plastic damage within the entire tested fatigue life region.  13 
 14 
Figure 3 (a) S-N curves of as-built and heat treated horizontal samples tested at R = 0.1; (b) replotted S-N 15 
curves by normalising the maximum stress by the yield strength. 16 
In summary, the effects of build orientation and heat treatment are strongly related to the interplay of ductile and 17 
fatigue fractures: differences in tensile properties induce changes in the S-N responses when the global plastic 18 
deformation mode is activated, such as for the as-built samples at R = 0.7 and the finite-life heat treated samples; 19 
fatigue activities become increasingly important as stress reduces and proceeds into the nominal elastic loading 20 
region, where the crack initiation mechanism is relevant. The fatigue fracture mechanisms relating to cyclic 21 
plasticity and crack-initiating defects are explored in greater details in the next section. 22 
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3.2 Fatigue failure mechanisms 1 
3.2.1 Ratcheting behaviour 2 
Cyclic plasticity was examined in terms of the mechanism of ratcheting, where the ratcheting strain εr was 3 
calculated using the expression:  4 
𝜀𝑟 = 0.5(𝜀𝑚𝑖𝑛 + 𝜀𝑚𝑎𝑥)          (1) 5 
where εmin and εmax are the minimum and maximum axial strains of a particular cycle. It is to be noted that the 6 
strain values were calculated based on the machine’s actuator output, and therefore are only valid for qualitative 7 
comparison and should not be taken as the actual values. Figure 4 shows the ratcheting strain against cycles to 8 
failure data of the samples. It can be seen that the ratcheting strain curves resemble that of creep deformation, 9 
consisting of the primary, secondary and tertiary deformation stages. The primary stage involves the 10 
development of a large initial strain followed by cyclic hardening, which serves to constrain further strain 11 
growth due to necking; the secondary stage is associated with a balance between cyclic hardening and softening, 12 
where stable or accelerated ratcheting rate could be achieved depending on the straining condition; significant 13 
cyclic softening occurs during the tertiary stage, triggering rapid failure of the sample. 14 
For the as-built horizontal samples (Figure 4a), the secondary deformation phases at R = 0.1 are exemplified by 15 
close-to-zero ratcheting strains accumulation rates, as indicated by the nearly flat curves, while increasing the 16 
load ratio to R = 0.7 generated appreciable plastic deformation, giving rise to higher ratcheting strains and strain 17 
rates. Worth noting is the longer life at R = 0.7 than R = 0.1 despite the greater ratcheting damage. This is 18 
because though the larger mean stress exhausted the ductility of the material, the smaller stress amplitude, being 19 
the primary driver for the magnitude of the cyclic slip movement, was associated with less severe fatigue 20 
damage. Moreover, further strain reduction because of greater strain hardening at higher mean stress [27] 21 
alleviated the plastic damage due to ratcheting, resulting in the steady state ratcheting strain rates. As the 22 
mechanisms of ductility exhaustion, strain-induced hardening and fatigue competed against each other, the 23 
overall fatigue life improved at R = 0.7 despite the larger ratcheting strain. This result is indicative of the 24 
material’s low sensitivity to the load ratio or mean stress comparing to the stress amplitude. Similar ‘mean stress 25 
insensitivity’ had been reported for conventionally produced stainless steel 316L [28, 29], suggesting that the 26 
general cyclic plastic response of the material is not affected by the L-PBF manufacturing route.  27 
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 1 
Figure 4 Ratcheting strains against load cycles of (a) horizontal and (b) vertical as-built samples, and (c) 2 
heat treated horizontal samples. [Filled symbols in (c) represent data for finite life samples tested at σm = 3 
261 MPa while unfilled symbols represent data for runouts tested at σm = 221 MPa and 201 MPa for 4 
annealing at 982 °C and 1093 °C respectively.] 5 
For the vertical samples, the lower yield strength incurred stronger ratcheting, as indicated by the higher 6 
ratcheting strains and strain rates relative to the horizontal direction (Figure 4b). At R = 0.7 and σm = 558 MPa, 7 
the ultimate tensile strength was exceeded, such that localised deformation and necking led to unconstrained 8 
increase in true stress and accelerated ratcheting caused failure to occur within 104 cycles. This explains the 9 
worse S-N properties of the vertical direction at R = 0.7, confirming that fatigue anisotropy was caused by the 10 
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different plastic properties of the materials. Again, in spite of the higher mean stress, the sample tested at R = 1 
0.7 and σm = 527 MPa survived longer fatigue life than those tested at R = 0.1 because of the lower stress 2 
amplitude at R = 0.7, indicating that mean stress insensitivity is relevant regardless of the build orientation.  3 
Figure 4c shows the ratcheting strains of the heat treated samples. For the runout samples, no ratcheting strain 4 
accumulation took place, confirming that the longer life properties and endurance limits are associated with the 5 
global elastic deformation mode. For the finite life samples, large initial strains, accompanied by longer primary 6 
deformation stages (exceeding 102 cycles) than the as-built conditions, were incurred. This is because unlike the 7 
as-built parts where the pre-existing dislocation network rearranged into a new configuration upon straining, 8 
gradual generation of dislocations took place in the absence of the dislocation network after heat treatment [4]. 9 
As the latter microstructure is associated with more sustained resistance to deformation and better cyclic 10 
hardening capacity [30], it allowed stable ratcheting strain rates to be achieved despite the large initial strains. 11 
Coupled with the enhanced ductility exhaustion capacity, this explains the better cyclic plastic performance after 12 
heat treatment, as shown in Figure 3b.  13 
Worth noting is that notwithstanding the substantial strain induced in the HIP sample, its fatigue life is similar to 14 
the annealed samples. The higher applied stress relative to the yield strength could have incurred stronger cyclic 15 
hardening such that the rate of strain accumulation, as indicated by the slopes of the ratcheting strain curves in 16 
the secondary deformation stage, was not significantly increased as compared to the annealed conditions. This 17 
led to the similar finite life S-N properties of the HIP and annealed samples in Figure 3a, as well as the superior 18 
cyclic plastic performance of the HIP samples in Figure 3b. 19 
3.2.2 Crack-initiating defects 20 
Optical micrographs of the samples are shown in Figure 5. The as-built sample contained small sporadic gas 21 
pores on the order of 5 μm (Figure 5a). Such defects are typical of L-PBF-processed parts due to the entrapment 22 
of gas bubbles, e.g. the evaporation of low melting point elements or pre-existing nitrogen or argon gases in the 23 
powder feedstock [31]. No observable change in defect structure was observed for parts annealed at 982 °C 24 
(Figure 5b), but annealing at 1093 °C incurred significant increase in defect population, with a marginal increase 25 
in size to about 5 – 10 μm (Figure 5c). For the HIP sample (Figure 5d), submicron spherical voids with average 26 
size on the order of 0.5 μm constituted the prevailing defects.  27 
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 1 
Figure 5 Optical micrographs of (a) as-built, (b) annealed (982 °C), (c) annealed (1093 °C) and (d) hot 2 
isostatically pressed samples. Dark pixels indicate defects. 3 
The mechanism of defect formation for samples annealed at 1093 °C had been discussed in a prior work [15], 4 
where the increase in defect size was related to the nucleation and coalescence of pre-existing defects. As the L-5 
PBF processing was conducted in an argon chamber, the low solubility of argon in iron prevented dissolution of 6 
argon gas into the material matrix [32], such that the gas pores expanded and coalesced into larger pores upon 7 
heating [33]. Besides gas pores and intercellular spaces, pre-existing or thermally-induced micro-cracks could 8 
also have acted as additional nucleation sites for gas diffusion and contributed to the increased defect density. 9 
Specifically, as stainless steel 316L contains strong oxide formers like Mn, Cr and Si, oxide layers formed on 10 
the powder surface during gas atomisation [34] could have prevented effective wetting of the melt pool and 11 
remained as discontinuities in the as-built parts. Thermal cracks could be generated via the reheat cracking 12 
mechanism [35, 36], where stress relaxation as temperature ramps up during annealing could cause intense 13 
plastic strain to be accumulated at weak sites, such as grain boundaries, and trigger intergranular cracking. This 14 
mechanism is especially relevant to L-PBF parts, considering the large amount of residual stress induced by the 15 
rapid cooling process [37, 38]. As the higher annealing temperature and the longer time taken to reach the 16 
temperature promoted the expansion and mobility of gas pores, as well as the formation of reheat cracks, such 17 
thermally-induced defects were observed in the higher-temperature-annealed parts only. 18 
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The high pressure HIP process led to closure of pre-existing defects but generated submicron spherical voids. As 1 
particles that occupied the submicron pits were dislodged during metallographic sample preparation, the rapid 2 
rupture region of a fatigue sample was examined, as shown in Figure 6. It can be seen that void nucleation 3 
occurred at submicron inclusions, e.g. site ‘A’ which, based on EDX analysis (Table 2), was concentrated in 4 
oxygen, silicon and manganese. Such silicon- and manganese-rich oxide particles had been observed in as-built 5 
stainless steel 316L [2, 39], where they existed on the nanoscale and were formed as a result of remnant oxide 6 
on the powder feedstock reacting with the alloying elements. HIP could have promoted the growth and 7 
coarsening of these nano-inclusions to submicron size [40, 41], which were critical in triggering micro-crack 8 
nucleation and led to the poor yield strength of the HIP samples. 9 
 10 
Figure 6 SEM fracture image of hot isostatically pressed fatigue sample showing void nucleation at 11 
spherical inclusions in the rapid fracture region. 12 
Table 2 Elemental compositions (%wt) of regions ‘A’ and ‘B’ and the material matrix of hot isostatically 13 
pressed samples. 14 
Region O Si Cr Mn Fe Ni Mo 
‘A’ 17.4 6.9 14.2 4.7 45.7 7.2 4.0 
‘B’ 64.4 5.8 13.0 15.7 1.04 0.0 0.0 
Matrix 0.0 1.87 18.3 1.1 63.3 10.8 4.6 
 15 
The influence of the defects on fatigue crack initiation were examined by fractography analysis using samples 16 
tested at R = 0.1. For the as-built samples, the crack origins consist of features with dimensions on the order of 17 
100 μm for both build orientations (Figure 7a-b). Enlarged views of the boxed regions reveal extensive cellular 18 
sub-grains (Figure 7c-d), indicating that intergranular fracture occurred at the macroscale grain boundaries. Such 19 
crack initiation mode was enabled by the presence of high dislocation density and segregated elements at the 20 
grain boundaries of  L-PBF stainless steel 316L [3], which generated local stress concentration and promoted 21 
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cracking [11, 42]. In comparison, residual porosities in the as-built parts are much smaller relative to the 1 
macroscale grain boundaries and do not contribute to the formation of primary fatigue cracks.  2 
The microstructure-driven crack initiation mode implies that microstructural heterogeneities were responsible 3 
for the variation in fatigue life under fatigue-dominated failure. Specifically, anisotropic microstructural 4 
arrangement, with respect to the crack propagation direction (from bottom to top of the images), operated at 5 
three length scales: at the macro-grain level, different macro-grain arrangements caused the size and shape of 6 
the crack origins to differ between the samples (Figure 7a-b); the sub-grain colonies, being sheet-like (as 7 
indicated in Figure 7c-d), affected the lengths of the local crack propagation paths, e.g. crack path for the 8 
vertical sample is longer because of propagation across the long edge of the sub-grain colony; individual cellular 9 
grains within the colonies are rod-like, which resulted in anisotropic crystallographic arrangements with respect 10 
to the loading direction and affected the local transgranular fracture mode, e.g. the vertical sample adopts a 11 
facetted surface because of stronger cleavage-type fracture. Such microstructural features influenced the crack 12 
initiation lives and generated scatter in the high cycle fatigue data. 13 
 14 
Figure 7 SEM fracture images of as-built (a) horizontal and (b) vertical samples; (c) and (d) are enlarged 15 
views of the boxed regions in (a) and (b) respectively. Tests were performed at σa = 197 MPa and R = 0.1. 16 
(a) and (c) had been published in a prior work [16]. 17 
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Annealing at 982 °C preserved the intergranular crack initiation mode, as indicated in Figure 8a. The ultrafine 1 
cellular structures are no longer visible and the grain boundaries adopt a smoother profile, as heat treating had 2 
led to grain growth at the sub-grain level while the macro-scale grains remained intact [12, 25]. Since the 3 
annealing condition did not produce observable effects on the porosity structure, the macro-scale grain 4 
boundaries remained the weakest links under fatigue loading.  5 
The higher annealing temperature of 1093 °C led to further consolidation of the sub-grains, as large grains on 6 
the order of tens of microns are traceable from the faint lines on the surface of the defect at the crack origin 7 
(Figure 8b). The compressed geometry and wrinkled surface eliminate the possibility of the defect being 8 
porosity or lack of fusion defect. Consider the substantial increase in defect at this annealing temperature, 9 
thermal defects, formed as a result of reheat cracking at the grain boundaries, could be responsible for the crack 10 
initiation. However, comparing with the defects in Figure 5c, the crack origin is considerably bigger. The 11 
mismatch in size could have resulted from stereological error because of measurements on two dimensional 12 
metallographic sections [43]. Also, as crack initiation seeks the maximum-occurring defects, large defects could 13 
have been missed because of the limited inspection area. In fact, smaller defects comparable in size with those 14 
in Figure 5c were found along the crack path [15]. The high annealing temperature could therefore have 15 
promoted the transition from intergranular- to defect-driven crack initiation, but as the fatigue limits of the as-16 
built and annealed samples are similar based on runouts obtained at 106 cycles, the influence of the defects 17 
requires further investigation in the longer life region.  18 
 19 
Figure 8 SEM fracture images of samples (a) annealed at 982 °C, showing intergranular crack initiation, 20 
and (b) annealed at 1093 °C, showing crack initiation from thermally-induced defect. Tests were 21 
performed at σa = 197 MPa and R = 0.1.  22 
Fracture image of a horizontal HIP sample is shown in Figure 9a. Defect annihilation led to crack initiation via 23 
cyclic slip localisation. However, starting from the crack origin, the propagation path shows a rugged 24 
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morphology because of significant crack branching. Enlarged views of areas where the primary fatigue crack 1 
branched, as shown by the boxed regions, reveal closely-spaced spherical pits that were previously occupied by 2 
the coarsened oxide inclusions (Figure 9b-c). Besides lowering the yield strength, the inclusions, being highly 3 
clustered, also generated sufficient local stress concentration that promoted cracking under cyclic loading.  4 
 5 
Figure 9 SEM fracture images of hot isostatically pressed samples. (a) Crack initiation and early crack 6 
propagation regions; (b)-(c) enlarged views of the boxed regions in (a) showing crack paths being directed 7 
by highly-clustered oxide inclusions; (d)-(e) crack initiations from unfused region and oxygen-8 
contaminated particles respectively. Tests were performed at σa = 162 MPa and R = 0.1.  9 
In addition, fractography analysis confirmed the fatigue life scatter at σa = 162 MPa to be caused by different 10 
crack origins. Figure 9d shows a vertical sample with fatigue life of 7.6 × 105 cycles failed from an unfused 11 
region on the order of 10 μm. The low-solubility argon gas could have prevented complete elimination of gas 12 
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pores by HIP, leaving behind defects with contacting interfaces [44]. In comparison, crack initiation from a 1 
large agglomeration of oxygen-rich particles (refer to EDX analysis of region ‘B’ in Table 2) led to significantly 2 
reduced fatigue life of 3.5 × 105 cycles (Figure 9e). Contaminated particles introduced into the powder feedstock 3 
during powder recycling could be one of the factors that led to the formation of such oxygen-rich compounds. 4 
Therefore, although HIP reduces the scale of critical defects from macro-scale grain boundaries or lack of fusion 5 
defects to submicron inclusions, parts become more sensitive to defects which could not be removed by HIP and 6 
are often less detectable, e.g. unfused regions or contaminants. This generated significant scatter in the S-N data 7 
under fatigue-dominated failure, rendering the fatigue properties less predictable.  8 
3.3 Stress-based fatigue model 9 
Results from the previous sections show that build orientation and post-processing treatments affect the high 10 
cycle fatigue properties of L-PBF stainless steel 316L primarily via the mechanism of fatigue-ratcheting 11 
interaction; critical defects and microstructure heterogeneities are generated but they are relevant to the longer 12 
life region where failure is dominated by fatigue activities. As the accumulative nature of ratcheting can lead to 13 
unexpected failure of engineering structures e.g. thinning and ovalisation of pipes [45], it becomes imperative to 14 
incorporate the plastic damage mechanism into fatigue modelling of L-PBF stainless steel 316L.  15 
The effects of ratcheting could be modelled using the stress [46, 47], strain or energy [48-50] approaches. From 16 
the engineering standpoint, the stress-based approach is favoured as it allows the nominal stress associated with 17 
high cycle fatigue and ratcheting to be described explicitly. This section examines the applicability of traditional 18 
parameter-based stress models for predicting the S-N properties of L-PBF stainless steel 316L. Additional tests 19 
were done at R = -0.8, -0.5, -0.2 and 0.5 using horizontal as-built samples and a few heat treated samples to 20 
elucidate the stress-dependent effects of fatigue-ratcheting interaction. Based on the experimental results, a 21 
modified Goodman model was proposed for fatigue prediction in the 104 – 106 cycles life region.   22 
3.3.1 Traditional models  23 
The S-N relations of L-PBF stainless steel 316L were represented by straight lines on log-log plots. For fully 24 
reversed loading, i.e. R = -1, this power-law relation is described by the Basquin equation [51]: 25 
𝜎𝑎 = 𝜎𝑓
′(2𝑁𝑓)
𝑏           (2) 26 
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where σf’ and b are the fatigue strength coefficient and the fatigue strength exponent respectively. The effects of 1 
mean stress σm can be estimated by adjusting the applied stress amplitude σa to the equivalent stress amplitude 2 
σaeq according to the Goodman [52], Gerber [53] or Walker [54] equation, expressed respectively as: 3 
Goodman equation: 𝜎𝑎
𝑒𝑞 = 𝜎𝑎/(1 −
𝜎𝑚
𝜎𝑏
)         (3) 4 
Gerber equation: 𝜎𝑎
𝑒𝑞 = 𝜎𝑎/[1 − (
𝜎𝑚
𝜎𝑏
)
2
]         (4)  5 
Walker equation: 𝜎𝑎
𝑒𝑞 = 𝜎𝑎 (
2
1−𝑅
)
1−𝛾
         (5) 6 
where σb is the ultimate tensile strength and the Walker parameter γ is a material constant. Figure 10 shows the 7 
σaeq against fatigue life plots obtained from applying these equations to the fatigue test data in this work and 8 
compared with the experimental Basquin curve for the horizontal as-built condition. [Note: γ = 0.527 was used 9 
as it fitted well the S-N data of small laboratory specimens [55]. As σf’ ≈ σb for conventional steel [10, 56], σaeq 10 
was normalised by the respective tensile strength values so that the fatigue data could be presented on the same 11 
plot; this is with the exception of the vertical as-built samples, for which the data were normalised by the tensile 12 
strength of the horizontal direction, as both directions have similar Basquin curves (Figure 2a).]  13 
For the Goodman model (Figure 10a), reasonable predictions were obtained for the longer life samples at small 14 
load ratios only. As life decreases, the predicted σaeq are always above the Basquin curve, similarly for the high 15 
load ratio cases, i.e. R = 0.5 and 0.7. This indicates that the samples performed better at these conditions than the 16 
Goodman relation, which is too conservative. In comparison, the Gerber model (Figure 10b) shifted the data 17 
points downwards such that it predicts the shorter life conditions effectively, but underestimated σaeq as life 18 
increases. The Walker model (Figure 10c) produced the most accurate predictions, except for the heat treated 19 
samples at higher stresses and the vertical sample at R = 0.7.  20 
The above results indicate that the Goodman and Walker models do not predict well for cases of significant 21 
ratcheting. This can be interpreted by noting that the Goodman model was formulated for high cycle fatigue 22 
where the global deformation is elastic. Since cyclic plasticity improves the fatigue properties of stainless steel 23 
316L via the hardening mechanism, the conservative predictions of the Goodman model are reasonable. In 24 
addition, as the linear relation between the stress amplitude and mean stress for a specified number of cycles to 25 
failure, as assumed by the Goodman model, is not demanded by any physical mechanism [57], it becomes 26 
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inadequate when a wide range of stress covering both elastic and plastic deformation phenomena is involved [28, 1 
47, 55, 58]. The same reasoning applies for the parabolic relation of the Gerber model, resulting in the models 2 
being effective for fatigue modelling of limited stress ranges only. The Walker model produced better 3 
predictions, probably because it was correlated with stress fields at crack tips [54], which represent more 4 
effectively the plastic deformation state. Nonetheless, the results suggests that it does not predict well when the 5 
extent of ratcheting strain accumulation is severe. 6 
 7 
Figure 10 Normalised equivalent stress amplitude against fatigue life obtained from applying the (a) 8 
Goodman, (b) Gerber and (c) Walker models. Solid lines are the Basquin equations for the as-built 9 
condition and dotted lines indicate factor of two on life. [Meanings of symbol notations: AB – as-built; HT 10 
– heat treated; H – horizontal sample; V – vertical sample; R – load ratio, with values in brackets.]  11 
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3.3.2 Proposed model 1 
As experimental results for L-PBF stainless steel 316L fall within the Goodman and Gerber predictions, and 2 
noting that these models differ in terms of the degree of the σm/σb term, i.e. 1 and 2 respectively, the nonlinearity 3 
arising from cyclic plasticity and the elastic-plastic interactions can be modelled by incorporating a stress-4 
dependent function η to the degree of σm/σb, i.e.  5 
𝜎𝑎
𝑒𝑞 = 𝜎𝑎/[1 − (
𝜎𝑚
𝜎𝑏
)𝜂]          (6) 6 
Ideally, η = 1 for pure elastic loading, i.e. the Goodman relation. The amount of deviation of η from unity serves 7 
to provide a quantitative measure of the nature and extent of cyclic plasticity. Specifically, as a material’s 8 
fatigue performance under fatigue-ratcheting interaction is influenced by the combined effects of geometric 9 
softening, cyclic hardening/softening and fatigue activities, stronger cyclic hardening will give rise to larger η – 10 
in particular, η > 1 to reflect the conservative nature of the Goodman relation. In comparison, η for a cyclic 11 
softening material is lower as the greater accumulated strains are associated with more significant deformation 12 
and damage [59, 60], which render the Goodman relation less conservative. (See, for example, the Goodman 13 
predictions for cyclic hardening materials such as stainless steels 304 [47] and 316L [29], and cyclic softening 14 
materials such as Inconel 718 [47, 61] and a copper alloy [62]; for the cyclic softening materials, η could be 15 
smaller than 1 at low-to-moderate mean stresses.) 16 
The relations between η and cyclic stresses for L-PBF stainless steel 316L are shown in Figure 11. For a fixed 17 
positive load ratio, η increases from 1 as mean stress (Figure 11a) or maximum stress (Figure 11b) increases 18 
because of the greater cyclic hardening at higher stresses. Data for the differently-oriented and heat treated 19 
samples nearly converged after normalising the stress terms by σb, as it allowed the extent of plasticity effect to 20 
be quantified. However, two observations could be made from Figure 11 that require further elaborations: (1) at 21 
positive load ratios, R dependency applies for the η vs. σm/σb plot, but not for the η vs. σmax/σb plot; (2) at 22 
negative load ratios, as cyclic plasticity is not relevant because of the nominal elastic loading, the mechanism 23 
that invoked the changes in η needs to be investigated.  24 
With regards to the first observation, it is to be reminded that besides cyclic hardening, mean stress insensitivity 25 
at higher load ratios is also attributable to the lower stress amplitudes, which incur less fatigue damage. Using 26 
σm as the correlation term accounts for the mean stress effects, i.e. geometric softening and cyclic hardening, but 27 
it does not resolve the reduced fatigue damage associated with the lower stress amplitudes. As a result, the 28 
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values of η at higher load ratios are lower when plotted against σm. Instead, the maximum stress, being the 1 
addition of the stress amplitude and mean stress, ‘sums up’ the effects of all operating mechanisms and led to 2 
better convergence of the data. 3 
 4 
Figure 11 Variation of η with (a) σm and (b) σmax at different load ratios. [Meanings of symbol notations: 5 
AB – as-built; HT – heat treated; H – horizontal sample; V – vertical sample; R – load ratio, with values 6 
in brackets; same legend applies to both figures.] 7 
Based on this, σmax could be employed for describing the effects of fatigue-ratcheting interaction on η using an 8 
exponential function, i.e.: 9 
𝜂 = 𝐾𝑒𝑥𝑝 [𝑐0 (
𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝜎𝑏
)]              (7) 10 
where K and c0 are material constants and their values are as shown in Figure 11b. Specifically, a positive c0 is 11 
reflective of the direct relationship between η and σmax due to hardening, while cyclic softening suppresses η at 12 
higher stresses and gives rise to less positive c0; K dictates the order of magnitude of η, which, as mentioned, 13 
quantifies the deviation of actual material properties from the Goodman relation due to cyclic plasticity. 14 
For the second observation, as failure at negative load ratios does not involve ratcheting, the symbol η’ is used. 15 
Without further experimental validation, an attempt at explaining the observations is made here. A well-known 16 
mechanism that affects fatigue properties at small load ratios is crack closure. Roughness-induced crack closure 17 
could be enhanced for L-PBF parts because of the ultrafine-grained microstructure. As illustrated in Figure 12, 18 
for conventional coarse-grained materials, the propagation of short fatigue cracks is confined to the local 19 
microstructure, e.g. a single grain, such that the roughness-induced crack closure mechanism is not activated 20 
[63]. However, for L-PBF materials, the ultrafine sub-grains and differently-oriented sub-grain clusters have the 21 
effects of reducing the effective grain size, as well as generating asymmetric deformation at the crack tip (as 22 
demonstrated by the mixed intergranular and transgranular fracture modes). The formation of microscopically 23 
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rough fracture surfaces could have promoted roughness-induced crack closure in the crack wake [64, 65] and 1 
slowed down the crack growth rate [66]. The resulting improved fatigue resistance led to the apparent larger-2 
than-unity η’ values at the negative load ratios. This could further explain the R independency for the heat 3 
treated sample, e.g. refer to the data point at R = -0.5, where the coarsened grains after heat treatment created 4 
larger effective grain sizes and less pronounced closure. Moreover, since closure is not effective under large 5 
crack tip opening displacements [67-69], the R independency at positive load ratios in Figure 11b is consistent 6 
with this concept.  7 
 8 
Figure 12 Schematic illustration of roughness-induced crack closure in coarse-grained material and 9 
ultrafine-grained laser powder bed fusion material with solidification microstructure. 10 
While the fracture mechanisms leading to the R dependency at the negative load ratios require further 11 
investigation, the values of η’ indicate that the effects on fatigue properties are nontrivial and should be taken 12 
into consideration. From Figure 11b, the relation could be modelled by incorporating R into Equation (7), i.e.:  13 
𝜂′ = 𝐾𝑒𝑥𝑝 [(𝑐1 − 𝑐2𝑅) (
𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝜎𝑏
)]             (8) 14 
where c1 and c2 are empirical constants with values as shown in Figure 11b. It is to be emphasised that Equation 15 
(8) was derived purely from the empirical data and further study of the fracture mechanisms are necessary to 16 
support its validity.   17 
Results from applying the proposed model to the fatigue test data in this work are shown in Figure 13a. Most of 18 
the predicted fatigue lives are within a factor of two of the experimental values, indicating significant 19 
improvements from the traditional models. The good prediction accuracy allows the constant fatigue life 20 
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diagrams to be plotted, as shown in Figure 13b. It can be seen that the σa vs. σm relation is life-dependent, unlike 1 
those assumed by the traditional models. At 104 cycles, the material is more fatigue resistant than that predicted 2 
by the Goodman equation because of cyclic plasticity at positive load ratios and the possible effects of 3 
roughness-induced crack closure at negative load ratios. At 106 cycles, difference between the predictions of the 4 
proposed model and the Goodman model diminishes, as failure is increasingly dominated by fatigue activities 5 
with elastic dominance and requires smaller adjustments for η. The slightly worse performance at the lower load 6 
ratios could be due to process-induced defects that promoted crack initiation, as discussed in Section 3.2.2, 7 
while the improved performance at the higher load ratios is again due to cyclic plasticity. In addition, as 8 
accounting for the load ratio effect, i.e. Equation (8), produced less conservative results, load ratio independency 9 
may be assumed for fatigue design.  10 
 11 
Figure 13 (a) Fatigue life predictions obtained using the proposed model (solid line is the Basquin line and 12 
dotted lines indicate factor of two on life); (b) comparison of the constant life diagrams for the Goodman 13 
and the proposed model. [Meanings of symbol notations in (a): AB – as-built; HT – heat treated; H – 14 
horizontal sample; V – vertical sample; R – load ratio, with values in brackets.] 15 
3.3.3 Model validation 16 
The proposed model was validated against (1) L-PBF stainless steel 316L test data reported by Spierings et al. 17 
[70], (2) rolled stainless steel 316L [20] and (3) other L-PBF alloys, including AlSi10Mg [71-73] and Inconel 18 
718 [74, 75]. These materials were selected as the reported maximum cyclic stresses exceed the yield strengths 19 
in the high cycle fatigue region, making ratcheting the relevant failure mechanism. As listed in Table 3, all 20 
materials, except Inconel 718, displayed direct relationships between η and σmax, as indicated by the positive c0. 21 
The data fitted well to the form of exponential functions, as shown by the high coefficients of determination R2. 22 
This is with the exception of Inconel 718, where the small R2 is caused by the scatter of the limited experimental 23 
data. Note that the relative changes in c0 are small, with c0 ≈ 2.13 for the positive c0 materials.  24 
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Table 3 Material constants, coefficients of determination of the regression models and sources of data for 1 
validating the proposed model. 2 
Materials K c0 Range of η R2 Sources of data 
L-PBF stainless 
steel 316L 
0.2606 2.1309 0.9 – 2.2 0.967 
Basquin equation: this work 
Positive R data: this work 
Validation data: Spierings et al. [70] 
Rolled stainless 
steel 316L 
0.4335 2.1301 2.2 – 3.1 0.898 All data adapted from Huang et al. [20] 
L-PBF 
AlSi10Mg 
0.1348 2.1325 0.2 – 0.6 0.934 
Basquin equation: Uzan et al. [73] 
Positive R data: Aboulkhair et al. [72] 
Validation data: Maskery et al. [71] 
L-PBF Inconel 
718 
1.4863 -0.2488 1.0 – 1.4 0.070 
Basquin equation: Yadollahi et al. [75] 
Positive R data: Konečná et al. [74] 
Validation data: Konečná et al. [74] 
 3 
The large positive c0 for stainless steel 316L and AlSi10Mg suggests strong cyclic hardening, where 4 
conventionally manufactured stainless steel 316L cyclic hardens by strain-induced martensitic transformation 5 
[76, 77], while that for L-PBF AlSi10Mg pertains to precipitations-induced pinning effect [78]. The relatively 6 
constant c0 values indicate that the use of σb for normalising the stress term provided effective scaling of the 7 
plasticity effects across the materials. The significance of adjusting for the stress-dependent effects of cyclic 8 
plasticity via c0 and σb is demonstrated by the more comparable slopes of the predicted results with the gradients 9 
of the Basquin lines as compared to the Goodman results, as shown in Figure 14a-c. For Inconel 718, the close-10 
to-zero c0 is attributable to its cyclic softening properties [79], in line with the discussion that c0 reduces with 11 
cyclic softening. In fact, this had led to the lower η such that the fatigue properties could be well predicted by 12 
the Goodman relation, as shown in Figure 14d. 13 
The general improvements across the predictions of the proposed model over the Goodman model are due to 14 
calibrating η with the experimental data via the parameter K. Stainless steel 316L in the rolled form exhibits 15 
stronger hardening than the L-PBF form, as shown by the larger η, while the close-to-unity η for Inconel 718 is 16 
due to cyclic softening. However, the values of η for AlSi10Mg do not agree with its plastic properties, i.e. η < 1 17 
even though it is cyclic hardening. This is because of the use of independent studies for deriving the parameters 18 
and validating the models, where differences in experimental conditions could affect the accuracy of both the 19 
Goodman and the proposed models. In particular, consider the L-PBF process’s tendency for generating defects, 20 
different defect characteristics across the samples could be among the factors that lead to variations in the 21 
fatigue properties. In fact, this applies to the case of L-PBF stainless steel 316L, where possible defect-driven 22 
failure, as pointed out by Spierings et al. [70], could have given rise to the worse fatigue properties as compared 23 
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to the microstructure-driven failure pertaining to samples used in this work. The effects of such factors therefore 1 
need to be treated separately. 2 
 3 
Figure 14 Validating the proposed model against (a) L-PBF stainless steel 316L, (b) rolled stainless steel 4 
316L, (c) L-PBF AlSi10Mg and (d) L-PBF Inconel 718. Solid lines are the Basquin equations obtained 5 
from the references specified in Table 3 and dotted lines indicate factor of two on life.  6 
4. Conclusions 7 
This work examined the influence of build orientation and heat treatment (annealing or hot isostatic pressing) on 8 
the high cycle fatigue properties and fracture behaviours of L-PBF stainless steel 316L. The following 9 
conclusions can be made based on the results obtained: 10 
1. For optimally processed parts devoid of critical crack-initiating defects, e.g. lack of fusion defects, the finite 11 
life S-N properties in the 104 – 106 life region is primarily affected by fatigue-ratcheting interactions, where 12 
ratcheting strain accumulation involving cyclic hardening is responsible for fatigue anisotropy and degraded 13 
fatigue resistance after heat treatment.  14 
2. Defects and microstructural heterogeneities affect fatigue properties in the longer life region where the bulk 15 
deformation mode is elastic. After high temperature annealing, crack initiation occurs at thermally-induced 16 
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defects as the microstructural defects are removed by recrystallisation and grain regrowth. HIP causes 1 
previously benign defects to be exposed, resulting in larger scatter of the S-N data.  2 
3. Traditional stress-based models such as the Goodman produced poor predictions when cyclic plasticity is 3 
significant. A modified Goodman equation was proposed by introducing an exponential function η = 4 
f(σmax/σb) to account for the material- and the stress-dependent effects of fatigue-ratcheting interaction.  5 
4. While the model was developed based on fracture behaviours observed for changes in build orientation and 6 
heat treatment conditions, it is expected to describe the S-N properties of other L-PBF variables that incur 7 
the cyclic plastic deformation response. However, for factors contributing to the brittle defect-driven fatigue 8 
failure, the effects need to be treated separately. 9 
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